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True to form, the November election, while less tumultuous than I had feared it

would be, had 2020 written all over it. But fear not, dear reader, politics are not

the focus of this newsletter (though they will come up occasionally because, like

it or not, the sexual is political).

The past four weeks have been busy. I moved my office from a bedroom in my

house to a “writing studio” that Walter built for me above the garage. We have a

separate barn-like garage with a high sloping red metal roof. It sits on the edge

of the steep embankment that goes down to the Tohickon Creek. We moved all

the attic junk into nooks under the eaves. My brother, Pete, disassembled the

large desk my father used in his home office in Bethlehem for ~60 years and

Walter reassembled it in the studio. That desk has a lot of good mojo for me. And

here I sit, at my dad’s desk, looking out over the trees and the creek in my

writing studio. It is a beautiful gift from my partner. You can see pictures on

Facebook or Instagram. (Now, Walter can move his office from the island in the

kitchen to the extra bedroom. Yay!)

Meanwhile, I took my second freelance medical writing assignment with the Bill

& Melinda Gates Foundation (BMGF). The project involves assuring that

pregnant women will have access to one of the COVID-19 vaccines that get to

market. This involves knowing how to evaluate the components, the efficacy,

and the safety of the vaccine candidates to find the ones that are most

appropriate for use during pregnancy. Pregnant women have higher rates of

hospitalization, intensive care admission, ventilator use, and death from COVID-

19 than do non-pregnant women. Their babies are at higher risk of prematurity,

intensive care admission, and stillbirth. The situation is a good example of why

drug studies need to include pregnant women – otherwise how do we know

what works for them? I wrote about this extensively in my book Pregnancy and

the Pharmaceutical Industry that was published last year. The BMGF

assignment has been intense with tight timelines and late nights, but I am

happy to be contributing to this important effort.

Lastly, it took me ages to figure out the program that allows me to send my

newsletter out to multiple people at the same time. But, by Jove, I think I’ve got

it! According to publishing doctrine, if one wants to traditionally publish a non-
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fiction book, it is best to be an entertainer or a politician or a mass murderer.

Failing each of those categories, one should at least have a large social media

"platform." This newsletter is part of my platform-building effort and I am

enjoying pulling it together. A big thanks to all of you who have signed up!

Please share with like-minded friends.
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We're in the Middle of Two

Pandemics

Do you have coronavirus

fatigue? Are you tired of talking

about the corona virus

pandemic? Yeah?

Let me distract you with the

other current pandemic. What

other pandemic, you say?

The STI pandemic.

What STI pandemic, you say? 

The STI pandemic that no one’s talking about.

What’s going on with STIs?

Over 100 million Americans have an STI at any given time. That’s

about one in every three of us. America has the highest rate of

curable STIs among all the developed countries in the world.

So, is this just an American thing?

No. Rates of syphilis increased by 70% in the EU between 2010 and

2017. In fact, 2017 was the first year since the early 2000s that more

syphilis cases than HIV cases were reported. Syphilis rates increased

by 876% in Iceland, 224% in Ireland, 153% in the UK, and 144% in

Germany. 

World Health Organization data indicate that chlamydia and

gonorrhea rates are highest in the Americas and Western Pacific

countries, syphilis is highest in African countries, and trichomoniasis

is highest in the Americas and African regions.

How bad is it?

Seriously, look at some of these U.S. numbers:

Chlamydia cases have increased by 19% since 2014.

https://wp.me/pc5WcL-dt


SPFPP intervenes at the

intersection of sexual and mental GLMA was formerly the Gay and

Gonorrhea had its lowest numbers ever in 2009 – since then the

numbers have increased by 83%.

Syphilis, for which the numbers were falling fast in the 1990s,

has increased by 173% among women of childbearing age. And

there has been a 185% increase in the number of babies who get

congenital syphilis, many of whom do not survive.

It’s really pretty serious, right? The outcomes of untreated STIs,

many of which are asymptomatic, are dire: infant death, infertility,

chronic pelvic pain, cancer.

----------Continue Reading Here---------

Question of the Month:

Can you name at least one woman's body part or
function 

that is named after a man?  

Send me your answer here

Answers to last month's question: 

What do you call them - STDs or STIs? Why?

Most responses were along the lines of using STI for the more

"curable" (bacterial) infections and STD for the more chronic (viral)

infections. Some thought 'STI' emphasized transmission and

prevention more than 'STD'. I've noticed that older people tend to use

STD and younger people tend to use STI. I also see STI used more

often in the EU and STD in the US. Not sure about the rest of the

world. Please feel free to send additional comments on this topic. 

Thanks so much to all of you who responded!! 
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health stigma.

Something Positive for

Positive People Organization

and Podcast

What began as a suicide

prevention resource for people

with a new herpes diagnosis has

transformed into an

organization that serves as a

hub of healing resources for

mental, emotional, spiritual,

physical health. Interviews with

real people talking real about

dealing with sexual health

issues. http://spfpp.org

Lesbian Medical Association

GLMA is the world's largest and

oldest association of LGBTQ

healthcare professionals. Early

on, GLMA focused on HIV/AIDS

and the issues faced by

physicians coming out at work. As

the climate and culture have

changed, GLMA has become a

leader in public policy advocacy

related to LGBTQ health.

http://glma.org/

Paddendum News Highlights

States with higher minimum wages have lower STI rates

How the 1918 Flu Pandemic Ended

Protecting women against HIV just got 9 times easier

Not equal pay for equal work, but equal pay for work of equal

value: New Zealand

Brief history of the Women's KKK

FAQs about COVID-19 vaccination
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Amazing Women in History

A long list of short essays

about amazing unknown

women from different eras and

different countries all over the

world. These women's lives

and/or accomplishments are

fascinating and worthy of

attention. 

https:amazingwomeninhistory/

JSTOR is a non-profit

organization that digitizes,

stores, and provides worldwide

free access to academic journals

and books - many over 100 years

old. It's great resource for

research, teaching, or just

browsing through history. 

https://jstor.org/

The Vulva Owner's Manual on Birth Control

My first self-published book went up for sale on

Amazon this month. It costs 99 cents for the ebook

and $6.99 for the paperback until January. You can

find it here: Vulva Owner's Manual. It's a first in a

series of little guidebooks on women's health

issues. The proceeds are shared with Planned

Parenthood and SisterSong: Women of Color

Reproductive Justice Collective.

You've reached the end of this issue! 

Let me know what you'd like to see more of (or less of), or any

announcements or up-coming events to share, or questions or issues

you'd like to see addressed in the future. I'm open to, in fact would love

to have, your input. 
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